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In addition to automatically highlighting up to 10 glossary terms per article, you can also manually insert glossary
definitions. Manually inserting definitions has several advantages:

Since you are specifying when and where you want to define terms, it gives you the most control.
Automatic highlighting requires an exact match; manually inserting definitions allows you to include
definitions for variations of words, acronyms, and so on.
It can help guarantee that a multi-word term is properly highlighted  even when it includes another glossary
term.
You can see in the article editor which definition terms will be highlighted (with automatic highlighting, you
have to preview or view the published article).
Manually inserting definitions is the only way to highlight glossary terms within tables, embedded topic
articles, and divs, including the Well, Alert Danger, Alert Info, Alert Success, and Alert Warning divs.

To manually insert a definition for a term in an article:

1. Make sure the glossary term and definition exist in the glossary.

2. In the article editor, highlight the word or phrase you want to provide a definition for.

3. Click on the Add Glossary Term icon in the editor.

4. This will open a pop-up where you can search for and select the glossary term.

5. Text to DisplayText to Display will display the text you had highlighted to begin this process. You can edit it here if you'd
like to change it.

6. Once you've selected the term you want, click the Insert Glossary TermInsert Glossary Term button to finish inserting the
definition into your article.

Add Glossary Term icon
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7. Be sure to savesave your article with these changes.

Once you insert the glossary term, you will see a double underline in the editor. The hover-over definitions can be
viewed in preview or using the article live.


